
Some kernels for structured data
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• Goal: construct a similarity score for object such as

■ sequences
- with variable length
- by their interpretations

■ labeled graphs (or trees)
- different size
- different structure

■ other objects
- by their interpretations

• The similarity must be a PD kernel



Rational kernels
• Compare sequences x, y ∈ Σ*

■ x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
■ y = (1, 1, 0, 1)

• Transducer

■ maps a seq. x sto seq. z with a weight
■ defines a “weighed relation” T(x, z) → R
■ is implemented by a finite state automaton

• Kernel
x, y are similar if they are transduced often to the same z

- K(x,y) = Σz T(x, z) T(y, z)

• Advantage
Given an automaton for T, can construct an automaton for K
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Rational kernels: Implementation
• Automaton for K(x, y)

■ invert T
■ compose T and T-1
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Rational kernels: Examples
• Bag-of-subsequences

■ x binary sequence
■ z binary sequence of 4 characters
■ T(x, z) = # occurrences of z in x
■ K(x, y) = Σz T(x, z) T(y, z) is large iff 

x, y contain similar subsequences

• Normalization
K(x, y) / ( K(x, x) K(y, y) )1/2

• Other examples

■ HMM-like models
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x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)

2 0, 1, 1, 0
1 1, 1, 0, 1
1 1, 0, 1, 1

zT

y = (1, 1, 0, 1)

1 1, 1, 0, 1

zT

K(x, y) = 1



Convolution kernels
• To compare objects x, y

■ decompose each object in d components
■ compare components and combine results
■ (repeat recursively until atomic components)

• Example: tree
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d = 4

subtrees are 
d-degree trees or leaves

root

x is a d-degree tree

x1 x2 xd...

Subpart relation
R(x1, x2, ..., xd, x)



Convolution kernels
• Example: string

■ x is a string
■ Subpart relation

R(x1, x2, x) iif 
x1, x2 are (non-empty) strings such that x = concat(x1, x2)

• Multiple decompositions are possible

■ R-1(x) = { (x1, x2) : R(x1, x2, x) }

• Convolution kernel
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its substructures: R!1(x) = {z ! P(X) : R(z, x)}. In this case, Haussler (1999)
showed that the so called R-convolution given as

k(x, y) =
!

x!"R"1(x)

!

y!"R"1(y)

r
"

i=1

ki(x
#
i, y

#
i) (1.36)

is a valid kernel with ki being a positive definite kernel on Xi.The idea of decom-
posing a structured object into parts can be applied recursively so that one only
requires to construct kernels ki over the ”atomic” parts Xi.

Convolution kernels are very general and were successfully applied in the context
of natural language processing (Collins and Du!y, 2002; Lodhi et al., 2000).
However, in general the definition of R and in particular R!1 for a specific problem
is quite di"cult.

1.4.4 Kernels Based on Local Information

Sometimes it is easier to describe the local neighborhood than to construct a kernel
for the overall data structure. Such a neighborhood of a data item might be defined
by any item that di!er only by the presence or absence of a single property. For
example, when considering English words, neighbors of a word can be defined as
any other word that would be obtained by misspelling. Given a set of data items, all
information about neighbor relations can be represented by e.g. a neighbor graph. A
vertex in such a neighbor graph would correspond to a data item and two vertices
are connected whenever they satisfy some neighbor rule. For example in the case of
English words, a neighbor rule could be that two words are neighbors whenever their
edit distance is smaller than some a-priori defined threshold. Kondor and La!erty
(2002) utilize such a neighbor graphs to construct global similarity measures bysimilarities due

to a di!usion
process

using a di!usion process analogy. To this end, the authors define a di!usion process
by using the so-called graph Laplacian L being a square matrix and where each
entry encodes information how to propagate the information from vertex to vertex.
In particular if A denotes the binary adjacency matrix of the neighbor graph, the
graph Laplacian is given by L = A " D, where D is a diagonal matrix and each
diagonal Dii is the vertex degree of the i-th data item. The resulting kernel matrix
K is then obtained as the matrix exponential of !L with ! < 1 being a propagation
parameter:

K = e!!L := lim
n$%

#

1 " !

n
L

$n

.

Such di!usion kernels were successful applied to as diverse applications as text-
categorization as e.g. in Kandola et al. (2002), gene-function prediction by Vert
and Kanehisa (2002) and semi-supervised learning as e.g. in Zhou et al. (2004).

Even if it is possible to define a kernel function for the whole instance space
sometimes it might be advantageous to take into account information from local
structure of the data. Recall the Gaussian kernel and polynomial kernels. When

s u p e r c a l i f r ax
x1 x2
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Convolution kernels
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Kernels based on local info
• Given

■ { x1, ..., xn } collection of objects
■ “local” distances

formally: G undirected weighed DAG

• Get geodesic distances D

■ all shortest-paths D
■ regularize by finding low-dimensional embedding

(ISOMAP)

• Get a kernel

■ Use identity D(x1,x2) = K(x1,x1) + K(x2,x2) - 2K(x1,x2)
■ Make positive definite by incrementing the diagonal

K ← K + λ I 
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See references in 
Vedaldi Soatto “Quick Shift and Kernel Methods 
for Mode Seeking”, ECCV, 2008
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• Compare labeled graphs x, y ∈ Σ*

■ given a kernel on paths
kpath(h, h’)

■ extend to kenel on graphs
■ try to capture “topology”

• Compare all paths W(G1), W(G2)

■ walks (any path)
■ proper paths (no self intersection)
■ shortest paths
■ random walks

• Suggested reading :-)
Vedaldi Soatto, “Relaxed Matching Kernels”, 2008

Graph kernels
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all possible walks in a graph G of arbitrary length. Then, using an appropriate
sequence kernel kh, a valid kernel for two graphs G1, G2 would take the form

kG(G1, G2) =
!

h!W (G1)

!

h!!W (G2)

kh(h, h"). (1.37)

Unfortunately, this kernel can only be evaluated if the graph is acyclic since
otherwise the sets P (G1), P (G2) are not finite. However, one can restrict the set of
all walks W (G) to the set of all paths P (G) ! W (G), i.e. non-repetitive sequences
of vertex and edge labels. Borgwardt and Kriegel (2005) show that computation ofpath kernel are

intractable this so called all-path kernel is NP-complete. As an alternative, for graphs where
each edge is assigned to a cost instead of a general label they propose to further
restrict the set of paths. They propose to choose the subset of paths which appear in
an all-pairs shortest path transformed version of the original graph. Thus for eachshortest path

graph kernel graph Gi which has to be compared, the authors build a new completely connected
graph Ĝi of same size. In contrast to the original graph each edge in Ĝi between
nodes vi and vj corresponds to the length of the shortest path from vi to vj in the
original graph Gi. The new kernel function between the transformed graphs is then
calculated by comparing all walks of length 1, i.e.

kĜ(G1, G2) =
!

h " W (Ĝ1)

|h| = 1

!

h" " W (Ĝ2)

|h"| = 1

kh(h, h"). (1.38)

Since algorithms for determining all-pairs shortest paths as for example Floyd-
Warshall are of cubic order and comparing all walks of length 1 is of fourth order,
the all-pairs shortest path kernel in (1.38) can be evaluated in O(|V |4) complexity.

An alternative approach proposed by Kashima et al. (2003) is to compare two
graphs by measuring the similarity of the probability distributions of random walkscomparing

random walk on the two graphs. The authors propose to consider a walk h as hidden variable
and the kernel as a marginalized kernel where marginalization is over h, i.e. :

kRG(G1, G2) = E[kG(G1, G2)] =
!

h!W (G1)

!

h!!W (G2)

kh(h, h")p(h|G1)p(h|G2),

(1.39)
where the conditional distributions p(h|G1), p(h"|G2) in (1.39) for the random walk
h, h" are defined as start, transition and termination probability distribution over
the vertices in V . Note that this marginalized graph kernel can be interpreted as a
randomized version of (1.37).

By using the dot product of the two probability distributions as kernel, the
induced feature space H is infinite dimensional, with one dimension for every
possible label sequences. Nevertheless, the authors developed an algorithm how
to calculate (1.39) explicitly with O(|V |6) complexity.

G1 G2

x
kpath



Fisher kernels
• Compare objects x, y by a generative model

■ given p(x | θ)
■ map points x  to maximum-likelihood parameters θx 
■ compare K(θx, θy) 

• Local analysis

■ log-likelihood function
■ assume
■ maximum likelihood is consistent

• Fisher score

• Fisher information
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Fisher kernels
• Fisher information matrix as approx. second derivative

• Approx. ML estimate

• Fisher kernel
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Invariance
• Why weighting by I ?

• Reparametrization

• Fisher kernel is invariant to reparametrization
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Tutorial
• MediaLandscape Player
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http://media.nips.cc/Conferences/2007/Tutorials/Videos/Taskar/viewer.html
http://media.nips.cc/Conferences/2007/Tutorials/Videos/Taskar/viewer.html

